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Report back to The Funding Network 
 
1. Name of your organisation and date funded by TFN: 

OneVoice Movement – funding received June 2011 
 
 
2. What does your organisation do?  
i.e. What are its aims and objectives? Have these changed since receiving TFN funding?  
Aims to train young Israelis and Palestinian to be invested and involved in the peace process, 
mobilising them to political actions and demonstrations on the basis of non-violence. The idea is that 
they put enough pressure on their leaders to reach a peace agreement based on the 1967 border, 
international law and previous bilateral agreements. 
 
 
3. When was your organisation first established? 
2002 
 
 
 
4. Since receiving funding from TFN how has your organisation changed?  
Has your annual turnover changed? No 
Has the number of beneficiaries reached changed? No 
Can you quantify any other changes? Eg …number of employees, number of projects, geographical 
scope. Campaigns and trainings have been enabled to continue through the funding 
 
 
 
 
5. Can you describe/measure the impact that the specific TFN funded project/work has had?  
What actual change did the funded project generate? What proportion of the project/work did TFN 
fund (eg all/x%)?  What evidence do you have for the success or failure of the funded project?  
The funding contributed to the running of youth leadership training seminars in the second half of 
2011. These young people have run several campaigns since then, including a balloon release, a 
flash mob, a lobby campaign through deliveries to Knesset members in Israel and a tree-planting 
campaign in Palestine. 
 
 
6. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 
project/work and by how much? 
Several hundred through training and on-the-ground campaigns, several thousand online. 
 
 
 
7. Did receiving the money from TFN make positive difference to your organisation? If yes, in 
what way? If no, please specify why not?  
Were there changes in non-financial support/leverage i.e volunteering hours, relationships, contracts, 
trustees or media coverage? Did it help to get other grants/donors? 
Yes – the training would not have been able to continue without this funding from TFN being added to 
other donations to cover the costs.  
 
 
 
8. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  
It’s a really god opportunity to attract new donors and raise OV’s profile in the London community – 
thank you. 

 
 


